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LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY, LOUISIANA SPORTS HALL OF FAME, 1999 INDUCTION CEREMONIES PROGRAM, 1999

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Louisiana Tech was represented in the Summer Olympics of 1984 by two athletes - Kim Mulkey and Janice Lawrence, members of the Lady Techsters basketball team.

The United States women’s basketball team won the gold medal. In recognition of our athlete’s role in earning the medal, Louisiana Tech planned an Evening of Honor following the Olympic Games in Los Angeles, saluting the two players.

Each guest at the dinner was presented a medallion, cast especially for the event, featuring Kim Mulkey and Janice Lawrence. Medallions not used that evening were never distributed, preserving the value of the medallions for those who were patrons of the dinner. 2 boxes 56 medallions.

BOX  FOLDER  DESCRIPTION

001-002  56 Medallions.

Louisiana Tech University’s First Olympic Gold Medal Winners Twenty-Third Olympiad Stand and Medallion. (on display) Added to collection 5/3/04.